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The second major piece, “The Tragedy of the German Proletariat,” is by 
Hippolyte Etchebehere, a young Argentinian Trotskyist who would die for 
the Republic in Spain in 1936. He witnessed events in Berlin from October 
1932, through to Hitler’s appointment, the burning of the Reichstag, the 
March 1933 elections, and the violent suppression of the labour movement. 
His narrative is supplemented with two letters from 1933 reflecting on these 
tragic events.

All the documents capture very well the fervid atmosphere in Germany 
on the eve of the Nazi onslaught. They are full of new details, telling extracts 
from the political badinage and slogans of the time, and there is a great deal 
of colour. The political writing is first-class – punchy, poignant, dramatic 
and engrossing.

Sydney DOUGLAS NEWTON

Sanford M. Jacoby, Labor in the Age of Finance: Pensions, Politics, and 
Corporations from Deindustrialization to Dodd-Frank (Princeton, NJ: 
Princeton University Press, 2021). pp. 354. US $35.00 cloth. 

In this vitally important volume, Sanford M. Jacoby analyses what happened 
when two momentous developments intersected in the late twentieth 
century. One was the financialisation of the economy that accompanied 
the ascendant mantra of “maximising shareholder value,” the emergence 
of hedge funds and private equity partnerships, and the rise of vast pools 
of capital in the form of pension funds seeking optimal returns. The other 
was the effort by a weakening labour movement to leverage power on the 
financial front, using corporate campaigns and its clout as an outsized 
institutional investor through the enormous pensions funds it partially 
controlled. The intersection of these developments led to what Jacoby aptly 
calls “labor’s financial turn” (1), and his book suggests that, after 40 years of 
effort, its results are ambiguous. 

Jacoby is the first scholar to delve so deeply into this crucial yet little-
studied story. He is perfectly suited for the job. Over the course of an 
immensely productive career, he has straddled business history, labour 
history, and economics. He puts his mastery of all three fields to good use 
here. 

Jacoby opens by surveying US organised labour’s long history of financial 
experimentation, from the labour banks of the 1920s to the first corporate 
campaigns of the 1970s. The organisation of anti-labour textile manufacturer 
J. P. Stevens – a victory won in part by inducing sympathetic shareholders 
and creditors to pressure the company to accept unionisation – was the most 
successful of those campaigns. Flush with that victory, 1970s labour activists 
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believed that pension funds could wield decisive leverage in future battles. 
Even business thinker Peter Drucker predicted that “the accumulation of 
pension assets would bring socialism to the United States” (59). 

Drucker’s prediction was not fantastical. One legacy of the divided US 
welfare state was that unionised workers fought for and won employer-
funded pensions in the post-war era. Private sector pensions were funded 
by individual unionised companies like General Motors or by multiple 
employers in a unionised sector such as trucking. Yet, the largest pension 
funds were those created for public sector workers, such as the California 
Public Employee Retirement System (CalPERS). Those funds emerged as 
among the nation’s largest institutional investors by the mid-1970s, just 
as shareholder capitalism took Wall Street by storm. As Jacoby shows, 
pension trustees increasingly became activist investors. By 1994, CalPERS 
had codified principles of corporate governance into a framework Jacoby 
calls “the cookbook” (45). Following these principles, CalPERS endeavoured 
to use its clout to win board member independence from chief executive 
officers, limits on executive pay, and greater transparency in the corporations 
in which it invested. Other big pension funds followed suit. Fond hopes 
flourished around the potential leverage of labour’s capital. 

Yet, as Jacoby shows, the cookbook yielded not socialism, but mixed or 
meagre results. Translating pension fund investments into power for workers 
proved vexingly problematic in praxis. For one thing, labour’s shareholder 
activism further ensconced “maximising shareholder value” as Wall Street’s 
mantra. Cookbook reforms also produced unintended consequences. The 
fight to limit executive compensation, for one, pushed CEOs toward compen-
sating themselves with stock options – and discovering that well-timed layoffs 
ballooned the value of those (often backdated) options. Moreover, pension 
funds were constrained by a narrow understanding of fiduciary duty, the 
responsibility of the funds’ trustees to maximise returns on investments to 
safeguard future retirees’ security. Fiduciary duty constrained all the more 
as unions lost clout, emboldened employers underfunded pensions plans, 
and trustees felt increased pressure to deliver returns for retirees.

Somewhat more promising were union efforts to perfect corporate 
campaigns, leveraging pension investments and shareholder proxy fights 
to win organising breakthroughs. The Service Employees International 
Union (SEIU) used such tools to help achieve big wins for its Justice for 
Janitors campaign. SEIU also launched a campaign to take on private equity 
partnerships that lured union pension investments with the promise of 
windfall returns, then used those investments to take over and dismantle 
firms, shedding jobs. Many other unions also developed “capital strategies.” 

Unfortunately, the Great Recession disrupted experiments and revealed 
the limitations of the reformers’ visions. Although shareholder primacy had 
laid the groundwork for that cataclysm, reformers remained so tied to its 
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framework that they wrote elements of the cookbook into the Dodd-Frank 
financial regulation act. Predictably, Wall Street soon evaded its key 
provisions. 

Jacoby brilliantly illustrates the Sisyphean character of labour’s exertions 
on the tilted terrain of finance. Yet, equally importantly, he wisely shows 
how unions began learning to fight on a battlefield likely to become even 
more decisive in coming years. Anyone who seeks to understand labour’s 
present predicament or to fight those future battles simply must read this 
indispensable book.

Georgetown University JOSEPH A. McCARTIN

Jan Lucassen, The Story of Work: A New History of Humankind (New 
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2021). pp. xvii + 524. AU $51.99 cloth.

This is a beautifully published book by a leading scholar about a subject 
of such salience that the book will likely find a place in the bookcases of 
most labour historians. The scope is massive. The detail is unrelenting. 
Unquestionably, the worldwide focus lends much that is of summary value. 
Undoubtedly, readers will find much of interest. Who knew, for instance, 
that the invading German army of May 1940 was high on performance-
enhancing methamphetamine? Yet the promise in the title is disappointed 
by what I would argue is a rather ahistorical approach.

The book comprises seven substantive chapters, flanked by an introduction 
and a concluding outlook. The first chapter covers hundreds of thousands of 
years up to 12,000 years ago; that is, in 30 pages we consider some 98 per cent 
of the history of humankind, during most of which time work primarily 
consisted of “hunting and gathering.” Chapter 2 is about the “invention of 
farming,” the Neolithic Revolution, covering the five millennia from 10000 
to 5000 BCE. The third chapter runs from 5000 to 500 BCE, when cities and 
states appeared. By the end of this time, Lucassen argues, “all the different 
types of labour relations that we know to this day [had] emerged.” Hunter-
gatherers, farming households and reciprocal exchange relations had been 
joined by central (“tributary”) production and distribution systems, slavery, 
markets, the self-employed and the first employers and employees, along 
with sharper gender divisions. The closer we come to the present, more 
words tell of less. Chapter 4 stretches over two millennia, from 500 BCE to 
1500 CE and is mainly about the unstable spread of wage labour, although 
it also includes accounts of non-market societies in the Americas. Chapter 
5 only covers the three centuries from 1500 to 1800 but takes up almost 
100 pages, setting the stage for the next three centuries, from 1800 to now, 
another 130 pages divided into two chapters. 
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